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he still-life tradition is one of the oldest in

art but, in recent years in Australia, a new lease

of life has overuritten and echoed the traditicirs

of the past. There is photographer Marion Drqm

with her natura morte, Tom Risley with found objects

and sculptural surfaces, and Ricky Swallow's carved

tjmber tableaux of fish and fowl (like Drew's, caught in

deathly repose). The lure of the everyday sees artists

discussing still life with media from collage to sculpture

and everything in between. The recent work ol

Seton takes this another step with mutable obiects givern

permanency, carved in marble, ln much of this work, it

is asthough artists are tying down ephemeral realities.

arresting the pace of societal change, in media which in

themselves require slowness.

His latest exhibition, Iilled lnfinitely near, sees this

young artist working with inflated objects for the first

in a series of works which are juxtaposed with marble

carvings resulting in a lively set of contradictions. While

he employs technically advanced skills in recording

everyday objects (t-shirts, a mattress, a bathroom

in marble, Seton's interest in art theory and conceptual

depth is evident from the work. The transient everyday

becomes enduring - and soft-looking objects defy theto

medium,

Viewers have been known to throw themselves onto

a Seton beanbag to experience a landing (on marble)

somewhat at odds with their expectations. Soft toys, like

Dumbo(Up)1 and Mr.Squishy, are cold, hard, inflexible.

The heritage of Seton's chosen medium of marble

in serving the noble classes of previous centuries is

upended with these highly ephemeral subjects, and

uses his interests to extend and enrich its cultural history.

Concomitantly, he explores what he openly describes as
"the constraints of the medium" but also "an unutterable

expression of my soul".

A marble carver since high school, Seton grew up

in the Southern Highlands of New South Wales where

a marble quarry, down the roald from his home, shaped

much of his early artistic interest. While he did, for a time,

consider pursuing the stage as his life's work, finally

Seton returned to art, his "first love". He graduated from

Sydney's College of Fine Art in 1998 and spent years

ensconced in the studio developing his skills and his

ability to control the medium. ln the last six years or so

reputation has grown, with wins in the Woollahra Small

Sculpture Prize (2008), the Helen Lempriere Sculpture

Prize (2006), and nurnerous awards in Bondi's annual

Sculpture by the Sea (2004,2003,2002).

The title of his most recent exhibition, lnfinitely near,

suggests romance, the poignancy of the object almost
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grasped, and expresses closeness as yet unrealised. The

Ierm, however, also has precise mathernatical meaning,

a subject Seton explored through picking up some
physics electives during his university studies. "l wanted

to understand the physical world," he lold aAR. " lnf initely

near ts a point used when inf lating objects in calculus. I

am interested in inflating an idea, but also the romantic

notion and the nod to mathematics." Defined simply the

term suggests "two points which lie at an infinitesimal

distance apart are considered infinitely near",

In this exhibition, the inflatables (made from vinyl) defy

gravity - they may f loat, move or otherwise express the

fluidity of their material - while identical carvings are

solidly anchored in their material. An lsland in the Sun
(2010) combines bianca marble with rubber stoppers,

an unusual juxtaposition of media that disregards the

solemnity of the marble tradition.

This level of whimsy and playfulness is one of the

elements that has attracted attention to Seton from early

on, and seen him win peoples choice awards in many

competitions. While vinyl is a new medium, the double-
take, the internal moment of disorientation in which the

viewer is not sure what they are looking at, is an intrinsic
part of the experience of his artwork. Seton enjoys media

outside marble, with previous exhibitions also including
video, He is interested in "infinite space of video", its
ability to "capture action well". lt is an interesting aside in
an artist who is drawn, inevitably, back to marble, for what

he describes as its tactility.
"t'm drawn to the rich history of marble, something less

fleeting than performance. lt's an antidote to the digital

age. But it also provides me with a strong sense of self-

reflection. lt provides me with a chance to think about my

work more clearly - the pace satisf ies me. And I have a

sense that marble is the mother of all plastic media. l'm
rascinated by it, and I enjoy subverting its rarity. I want
everyone to want to touch it."

With influences as diverse as Christo, whom Seton

describes as someone from whom he has a "direct

lineage", Alan Krell, Brian O'Dwyer and Martin Finn -
and Jeff Koons for "the sheer unadulterated joy that

expressed" in his work - it is perhaps unsurprising that

Seton's oeuvre is so diverse. Or perhaps it is simply the

state of the world, where artists may pursue their chosen

media but aiso express ideas in new media technologies.

lnfinitely nearhas a poignancy in the viewing, a kind

of romantic sentimentality, even as it dallies with technical
precision of the highest order. Perhaps it is the deliberate

nature, the emotional stability of marble carved in this

fashion that evokes a contemplative mood, even when
juxtaposed with the absurdity of inflatable objects -
think jumping castles and follies of temporary pleasure.

Perhaps there is, too, the nature of art as the ultimate

luxury, debated by this use of the ancient tradition in
ephemeral moods and magic that stimulates, with the

ideas about space and mathematical precision an echo.

Seton has a varied history, with positions as divergent
as artist-in-residence at Albury's Flying Fruit Fly Circus

and as a participant at the Hanyu lnternational Sculpture

Cup, in China's Shenzhen. He is actively looking for

challenge, working to keep himself interested, and the

viewers too. He provides another take (or double take) on
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